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Surya has left its swagrahi sign Leo and has entered Virgo (Kanya) today. As Saturn has
already been in Kanya since last one year and will stay in it for 14 more months, Sun has
formed a yuti with Saturn now. As per the Jyotish Panchanga, this yuti will exist for the full term
of the one month stay of Sun in Virgo. Surya will leave Virgo for Libra on 17th October 2010.
Also, this Surya-Shani combination in Virgo and Jupiter in Pisces will be in a 1-7 position from
each other. 

  

A Sun-Saturn yoga usually symbolises a release of stored energies, resources and finances.
People can make wrong and hasty investments which can result in losses or other problems.
For next one month, one must be very cautious before spending any big amounts of money.
This precaution is advised more between 30th September 2010 to 17th October 2010 when
Mercury will join Sun and Saturn in Virgo.

Stock markets are very likely to lose steam due to these planetary combination. The fall in stock
markets will be more in the month of October. Those who trade daily in shares and make intra
day profits must be extra careful during next one month. Some industries like Automotive and
Telecommunications will gain from these transits but Information Technology and Petroleum
industries are likely to incur some losses.

Governments will spend more on public welfare and the charitable organisations will get good
grants to work for the benefit of the deprived. Humanitarian works will get a boost. The
information media, both TV and print, will face some legal restrictions due to their irresponsible
activities. There may be some strict regulations imposed on them by governments around the
world.

Some financial scams of large scale will be revealed and people holding important portfolios will
come under judicial scrutiny. The ruling government in India will face more problems and
dissent from within the government will shake the very foundations of it. Terrorist activities will
increase and the multiplying unrest in many parts of India will make the situation worse.

On the positive note, people will spend more on consumer products. Real estate prices will
undergo a correction and the sale purchase of real estate will gain speed. Sale of vehicles will
increase due to the discounts and prizes offered by the automobile companies. But, be careful
when buying any vehicles. Do your homework properly and get quotations from more than one
dealers.  

The effect of these transits on the twelve Moon Signs and Ascendants will be as follows:

1. Aries - Mesh: Health problems to children, change in job, health problems to self including
digestive and liver related disorders, loss of good relations with a friend, success in politics,
increase in debt.
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2. Taurus - Vrishabh: Increase in income, better creativity, monetary gain from sale of a
property, purchase of new vehicle, change in job, difficulties in business.

3. Gemini - Mithun: Health problems, change of residence, disputes related to property, damage
to personal vehicle, straining of relations with parents.

4. Cancer - Karka: Unexpected disputes and quarrels with people, short term unplanned
journeys, increase in spiritual inclination and activities, purchase of new vehicle, investment in a
real estate, health problems to parents.

5. Leo - Simha: Loss of money, disputes over family wealth and assets, straining of relations
with friends and relatives due to own irresponsible behaviour, better job offers. 

6. Virgo - Kanya: Loss of health and mental peace, sudden gains of money from unexpected
sources, progress in matters of marriage, health problems to parents.

7. Libra - Tula: Income from past investments in real estate, foreign travels, purchase of a new
vehicle, health problems to self, setting up of overseas business.

8. Scorpio - Vrishchik: Health problems to self and spouse, strained relations with spouse,
increase in expenses, better job offers, increase in income, gains from past investments.

9. Sagittarius - Dhanu: Difficulties in business, loss of job, health problems to father, sudden
gain of inheritance, increase in business debt. 

10. Capricorn - Makar: Foreign travels, increase in income, improvement in work status,
promotion in job, increase in personal contributions to social welfare and humanitarian works. 

11. Aquarius - Kumbh: Serious health problems, sudden losses of money, disputes with
business partners, foreign journey, business offers from far away places.

12. Pisces - Meen: Ending of a business partnership, health problems to spouse, increase in
income, a new romantic affair, difference of opinion with immediate superior at work, purchase
of a new vehicle.   

Jyotish Biz
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